The Minutes of Meeting of the Bodmin Moor Commons Council 27th November 2018 held at Tremail
Methodist Church at 7.30pm

1. Members Present - S Nankivell (SN) Chairman), T Cornelius (TC), R Nankivell (RN), A Finnemore (AF), W Smith
(WS), J Smith (JS), W Yeo (WY), J Goodenough (JG), T C Steel (TS), A R Finnemore (ArwF), C Jennings (CJ), N Hall
(NH), R Hanbury-Tenison (RHT), J Dowton (JD)
Non Members Present – J Merritt (JM) Secretary) and J Hooper (Legal Advisor)
Members of Public - 1
2. Apologies for Absence – M Eddy (ME), J Kempthorne (JK), R Clarke (RC), S Smith (SS), G Smeeth (GS)
3. Welcome
The meeting was opened by the Chairman who welcomed members to Tremail Methodist Church. He pointed
out that there was insufficient voting members present to achieve a quorum to enable a vote to be taken, at
which point it was advised that a proxy vote has been provided by Stephen Smith to vote with by Jason Smith.
That did not give 15 voters for a quorum. The Chairman advised that Jeremy Hooper, BMCC Legal Advisor was
present to provide advice on a procedural prospective and he sought the approval of the meeting for Jeremy
Hooper’s input. There were no objections to this proposal.
4. Minutes of the Meeting 13th August 2018
Minutes of the meeting held on 13th August 2018 at Altarnun Church Hall were read. RHT and RN proposed and
seconded their adoption and all members present were in favour to sign them as a true and correct record.
5. Matters Arising
I.

SN advised that TB control plans were essential, S Holland has left APHA and been replaced by Victoria
Westwood who now seeks to obtain lists of winter graziers on Commons with cattle grazier names and
numbers. Any Commons Associations who have not produced a TB control plan were urged to complete
one immediately. Each grazier needs to have a field on their holding allocated to each grazier and have 4
months in which they must test from that holding pen, animals returned from the Common. SN reiterated
the risk to cross compliance for Basic Payment purposes for those persons not complying with the TB
control plan requirements.

II.

TC requested clarification on the rules on micro chipping ponies over 6 months of age and their ability to
be entered into the food chain. JD provided confirmation and a copy of a letter dated 26th October 2018
(appended to the minutes) from Rebecca Booker, Animal Health Inspector Public Health and Protection of
Cornwall Council which states “having an equine correctly identified (micro-chipped and passported)
means it can go into the food chain unless, the passport specifically states otherwise”.

III.

WY enquired as to the potential of having a micro-chipping week in collaboration with Red Wings. JD
advised Red Wings were happy to help with this for passport, microchip and worming undertaken at £15
cost per pony but only on owned ponies.

6. Discussion on the amendment of Rule 7 of the BMCC Rules
SN confirmed that he had discussed with J Keast, previous secretary, the drafts of rules to confirm the
changes that were adopted to the rules through their evolution to being finalised in November 2017. Since
draft one Rule 7 had only had one amendment undertaken which was to allow for the alteration to
permitting a bull on the commons referencing JS request in previous meetings and that was the only change
that had been requested by Council members throughout the establishment of the Rules. He went on to
state that he had discussed with J Hooper the process to making amendments and that it was necessary to
follow the Rules set out within the Establishment Order and it would be necessary to publicise the Rules and

follow the process back to the Secretary of State for any amendments. J Hooper did not consider that it was
satisfactory to change the wording as an amendment, a date could be amended through the minutes but any
wording would need to be treated in a formal manner. The rules need to be clear and certain.
SN then asked for a proposal from the members who were unhappy with Rule 7. JS produced a written
amendment for Rule 7 which reads as follows: Amendment proposed by J Smith,
“7) No person shall depasture on the commons:
A) A bull over the age of 6 months unless they have the agreement of the active cattle graziers on each
individual commons with any disputes between cattle graziers going back to the Commons Council.
B) A shod horse or shod pony.
C) A stallion unless they have the agreement of the pony graziers on each individual common with the
disputes between pony graziers going back to the Commons Council
D) An animal which the Council considers to be a danger to any person or animal.
E) A Ram or ram lambs between the 15th September and the 10th November, unless they have the
agreement of the sheep graziers on each individual Common with any disputes between sheep graziers going
back to the Commons Council”
JS pointed out that graziers were not happy with the Rules that had been adopted and they are unlikely to
sign in unless they were worded differently.
SN pointed out that if anyone on a particular common wished to be a grazier the proposal put forward by JS
would take out the purpose of the Local Commons Association.
JS requested that the Rules could be put forward as a correction to the Rules but J Hooper pointed out this
was not possible and that the statutory process had to be followed. TS pointed out that it was very important
for the change to exist. J Hooper went on to point out that the Rules need to provide certainty and clarity. He
had concerns over whether DEFRA would accept the change.
JM read the requirements for the variation of rules to the Council.
SN pointed out that if the council did not adopt the existing rules the Council as a whole will not work as it
should do and will not have got off the ground within the appropriate time period, running the risk that the
Council will be abandoned to the Secretary of State if an agreement on the rules cannot be reached.
JS pointed out that none of the associations had rules on the turning out of bulls.
A discussion then took place as to how the wording of the existing rules got to the Secretary of State as to
why they were designed in such a way. SN pointed out that the rules had been initially drafted on the same
template as Dartmoor Commons Council to which JS pointed out that Dartmoor Farmers were not happy
with those rules.
JG asked the timescale for any rule change which was advised to be lengthy given the need to undertaken
public notification to each Parish Council, Commoner rights holders and Cornwall Council.
SN asked if members present had a problem with the rules proposed by JS with nobody raising any issues. A
discussion then took place as to the way in which the rules could be operated as to whether the proposal
could be managed at a local association level. RN stated that the meeting was going round in circles and if
everyone agreed for the Rule to go forward it would need to go to Council and questioned whether there
would be enough support amongst Council members. TS stated that it needed to be minuted that things
needed to change and nobody was taking notice that the whole situation would become chaos. JD suggested
that each association should produce a management association to create a cattle grazier group.

WS was happy for an amendment to the Annual Registration form to allow for bulls to be declared.
JS and TS requested that the amendment proposed should be circulated to members not present which was
agreed would be done within the minutes.
NH proposed that the date change to the 15th September as in principle it was agreed at the previous
meeting. ArwF stated that he did not think the Secretary of State will change the Rules to allow cattle
graziers to make decisions and the rules need to be approved by the Council before being put to the
Secretary of State. WY felt that no one would support the rules that were in place without the amendment.
J Hooper stated that the BMCC could ask the DEFRA legal department if the rule change would be supported
and permissible in view of his earlier statement over the need to have certainty and clarity.
RHT questioned whether JS wanted the commons associations to remain as the proposal amendment put
forward with the removal of commons association wording, suggested he did not but JS confirmed he
wanted Local Association to remain.
SN summarised that the rule change was to essentially remove the wording of full commons association
approval for the turning out of rams and bulls and to alter the turnout date to the 15th September for rams to
be grazed. This was then proposed by ArwF so that Rule amendment would read as follows:
“7.

No person shall depasture on the Commons:
(a) A bull over the age of six months unless they have obtained the consent of the Council and the
Commons Association in the area of which the common land lies.
(b) A shod horse or a shod pony.
(c) A stallion unless they have obtained the consent of the Council and the Commons’ Association in the
area of which the common land lies.
(d) An animal which the Council considers to be a danger to any person or animal.
(e) A ram or ram lamb between the 31st 15th day of July September and the 10th day of November in any year or
such other dates as the Council may from time to time determine (such dates to be made pursuant to an
application made to the Council by the Commoners' Association in the area of which the common land
lies).”
(Note original rule forms basis of text and deletion striked through and additions underlined).
SN stated he did not want to take a vote at this meeting as there was no quorum for the matter to approved.
TS proposed that the wording of the rule should be amended to remove the reference to Local Association
and replace that with active graziers. ArwF was not happy to accept the amendment to add active graziers
for which TS, JS accepted that the removal of Local Association reference and then dropping active graziers
was a comprise near to their required goal. A proposal was then put forward by RHT and ArwF to remove the
reference to Local Commons Associations and to change the date within paragraph e to the 15th September
for which a vote took place with the proposal to be put forward carried by all to carry it forward to the next
BMCC meeting for a formal vote.
It was proposed that the proposed amendments to Rule 7 would need to go to Council and then it was
suggested to be put to DEFRA to ascertain whether they would approve the amendment before publicising to
the commoners and local interested parties in accordance with the standing BMCC Establishment Order
2015.

7. Website
A brief discussion took place to obtain permission to allow for the development of the website to include
publication of BMCC members names on the website as required within the establishment order. It was

approved that by the meeting that the website could be proceeded with, to include developing a members
area.
8. AOB
None
9. Public Comments
None

10. Date of next meeting
To be set and publicised by email.
The meeting closed at 10pm.

Signed.......................................................... as true record.
Dated.................................

Approved 04.02.19

